Potential bias and mitigations when using stable isotope labeled parent drug as internal standard for LC-MS/MS quantitation of metabolites.
In recent years, increasing emphasis has been placed on quantitative characterization of drug metabolites for better insight into the correlation between metabolite exposure and toxicological observations or pharmacological efficacy. One common strategy for metabolite quantitation is to adopt the stable isotope labeled (STIL) parent drug as the internal standard in an isotope dilution liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) assay. In the current work, we demonstrate this strategy could have a potential pitfall resulting in quantitation bias if the internal standard is subject to ion suppression from the co-eluting parent drug in the incurred samples. Propranolol and its metabolite 4-hydroxypropranolol were used as model compounds to demonstrate this phenomenon and to systematically evaluate different approaches to mitigate the issue, including atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) mode of ionization, increased internal standard concentration, quantitation without internal standard, the use of a structural analog as internal standard, and dilution of the samples. Case studies of metabolite quantitation in nonclinical and clinical studies in drug development were also included to demonstrate the importance of using an appropriate bioanalytical strategy for metabolite quantitation in the real world. We present that bias of metabolite concentrations could pose a potential for poor estimation of safety risk. A strategy for quantitation of metabolites in support of drug safety assessment is proposed.